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ALL-FIT AUTOMOTIVE - LIP KIT 
INSTALLATION

Extra Securement Hardware Included 





There is something truly rewarding about upgrading and customizing your vehicle with 
your own two hands. To take it to a mechanic or auto body professional only robs you of 
that indescribable feeling of having accomplished something meaningful with a piece of 

machinery that is in many ways an extension of yourself. Of course, some customizations 
are infinitely more difficult than others,  and perplexing even to the most seasoned 

gearheads. You’ll be relieved to know that this is not one of those customizations. In fact, 
our cutting-edge All-Fit Automotive lip kits are designed  to be installed in as little as 15 

minutes, with absolutely no skill or experience necessary.

Watch, Read, and Learn
We could honestly sum up our lip kit installation process in less than a paragraph, but for 

your convenience, we have created a number of helpful resources to eliminate all potential 
guesswork and provide you with the total perspective. If you just need a simple, 

straightforward rundown of the process, check out the Quick Install guide and tips found 
on this page. If you need a more comprehensive guide that you can carry with you, be 

sure and download the detailed PDF file. Finally, if you consider yourself more of a visual 
learner, you’ll appreciate the easy-to-follow lip kit installation at the top of the page.

Let’s Get to Work
We want to make this as easy as possible. That’s why our kits include all the necessary 
screws, washers, and tape, along with an ample supply of material to fit any car. All you 

need to do is follow a few simple directions and turn your boring bumper into a force to be 
reckoned with. Of course, if you have any questions or concerns, we encourage you to 

contact us at any time, but we’re confident that you’ll have no trouble installing your kit. So 
what  are you waiting for? Roll up those sleeves and attach those bumper lips.

Shop for other body kits on our website.

https://www.carid.com/body-kits.html



